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Introduction
It is generally assumed that various selective pressures, such as predation or the need for increased motility, push unicellular organisms to increase in size. However, general constraints set an upper limit to cell size, such as the decrease in the surface to volume ratio, which reduces the exchange of nutrients and wastes for cells with approximately spheroidal convex shape. Given these constraints, the aggregation of mitotic products held together by a cohesive extracellular material might have enabled certain organisms to increase in size by increasing cell number (instead of cell size). In some cases, natural selection has favored this strategy, as illustrated by the multiple independent origins of colonial and multicellular organisms in, for example, algae (Niklas 1994 (Niklas , 2000 Graham and Wilcox 2000) . Large size can be beneficial for both viability (e.g., in terms of predation avoidance, higher motility to reach resources; e.g., Porter 1977; Morgan 1980; Sommer and Gliwicz 1986) and fecundity (e.g., higher number or quality of offspring), the two basic fitness components. Nevertheless, a large size can also become costly, in terms of both viability (e.g., increased need for local resources) and fecundity (e.g., increased generation time). As size increases, such costs can reach a point where the fitness of the emerging multicellular individual might be negatively affected. Consequently, to maintain levels of fitness that allow for further increase in size, the benefits have to be increased and/or the costs have to be reduced. Here we propose that cellular specialization in the emergent multicellular groups may have evolved as a means to deal with the costs associated with the production of large multicellular colonies and their metabolic requirements.
In the first group of cells that formed the simplest colonies, all cells retained both vegetative and reproductive functions and remained undifferentiated. From these colonial organisms, natural selection generated more complex forms with cellular differentiation, with cells specialized in vegetative (i.e., soma) and reproductive (i.e., germ) functions. Germ-soma separation helps to create the emergence of a higher level of individuality because both cell lines depend on each other for the success of the whole organism. As cells specialize in the different fitness components (i.e., fecundity and viability), they relinquish their autonomy in favor of the group, and as a result, fitness and individuality are transferred from the cell to the group level. It is well known that the transition from unicellular to multicellular organisms and cellular differentiation has happened independently multiple times and has even been labeled a "major minor transition" in a recent review on the subject (Grosberg and Strathmann 2007 ; this work cites most of the relevant literature). Recently, several valuable models have contributed to the understanding of the origin of multicellularity and cellular differentiation (Michod et al. 2006; Willensdorfer 2009; Gavrilets 2010) . Michod et al. (2006) argue that the trade-off between fecundity and survival drives the transition to multicellularity. They explore in detail the curvature of this trade-off, predicting that it becomes increasingly convex as group size increases in multicellular organisms. Willensdorfer (2009) uses a quantitative trait that affects fitness via a benefit function that is determined by the number and kind of cells. In his model, he points out that many benefit functions allow the evolution of multicellularity with cellular differentiation and that these functions can have convex, concave, or linear forms. Gavrilets (2010) agrees with Grosberg and Strathmann (2007) ; he used a genetics approach in which one major gene controls for survival functions and the other for fecundity functions, finding that complete germsoma differentiation can be achieved relatively easily and quickly via the evolution of developmental plasticity.
Here we present a model using life-history theory and allometry inspired by the volvocine green algae. Its purpose is to provide further insight into the dynamics of cellular differentiation as size increases. We model the two fitness components (fecundity and viability) and compare the fitness of hypothetical colonies of different sizes with varying degrees of cellular differentiation to try to understand the general principles underlying the evolution of multicellularity.
Volvocales are an ideal model system for studying the transition from unicellular to multicellular organisms because they are composed of an assemblage of lineages featuring varying degrees of complexity in terms of colony size, colony structure, and cell specialization (e.g., Koufopanou 1994; Kirk 1998; Solari et al. 2006b; Herron and Michod 2008) . These aquatic flagellated organisms range from unicellular species, such as Chlamydomonas, to colonies composed of four to 64 cells with no cellular differentiation (e.g., Gonium and Eudorina), to multicellular individuals comprising 1,000-50,000 cells with complete germ-soma separation (e.g., Volvox; fig. 1 ). In this lineage, the transition to cellular specialization has occurred multiple times (e.g., Nozaki et al. 2006; Herron and Michod 2008) . Volvox species with germ-soma specialization have evolved several times independently from quite different ancestors. In short, Volvocales comprise a group of closely related lineages with different degrees of cell specialization that seem to represent alternative stable states (Larson et al. 1992) .
The trade-offs between fecundity, viability, and size have recently been studied in detail in Volvocales (Short et al. 2006; Solari et al. 2006a Solari et al. , 2006b ). In these organisms, the constraints and opportunities of flagellar motility may have been the major driving force in the transition to multicellularity and germ-soma separation as colony size increased. Some of the allometric relationships that have been derived are used to illustrate the model presented here.
The Model

Fecundity
For the model, we assume the simplest scenario. Conflict mediation theory is not necessary for modeling this tran-sition because cells in these emerging colonial organisms are mitotic products and genetically identical. Thus, within-group variation is negligible; variation in fitness exists primarily at the group/colony level. The new emerging colonial organism reproduces asexually and has a discrete generation time. We do not take into account the structural costs associated with the extracellular material that is needed to hold the colony together. An organism can have many cell types; we model a colonial organism that first invests in only one somatic cell type. We also assume that cell number in the organism is fixed throughout its development, that the intrinsic growth rate of a unicell is the maximum rate attainable by cells that form groups, and that initial cell size is the same for both somatic and reproductive cells.
Several aspects of the life history of Volvocales fit the assumptions of the model. In Volvocales, population growth is achieved via asexual reproduction; they go through the sexual phase to produce resistant spores only when conditions for survival are not met. Volvocales have a discrete generation time; when new colonies hatch, the mother colony disintegrates through apoptosis. Germsoma differentiated Volvox colonies have only two cell types. Because the number of cells in Volvocales is determined by the number of cleavage divisions that take place during embryonic development, cell number is not augmented by accretionary cell divisions after juveniles hatch (Kirk 1997) .
In the hypothetical primordial colonies, which are composed of a number of undifferentiated cells n held together by some cohesive material, we assume an autocolony process in which each cell in the new colony grows to produce the next generation of colonies with the same cell number n ( fig. 1G ; Kirk 1998) . The process can go through a continuous growth phase and a subsequent division phase, as in most volvocine algae (palintomy; Kirk 1998), or via binary fission, as in most organisms. There are other colonial/multicellular organisms with different forms of reproduction and growth, such as filamentous algae or fungi, which can reproduce via fragmentation or budding (Grosberg and Strathmann 2007). We will first examine the model with the autocolony assumption and illustrate it with the Volvocales. Then, to simulate the other life cycles, we will explore relaxing this assumption.
If we use a standard exponential growth model for the growth of the reproductive cells, or what we can call embryos, or the developing daughter colonies, then the size m (i.e., mass or volume) to which each cell/embryo within the mother colony grows obeys . Equation (2) clearly shows that gent p T eration time T increases if the number of cells n in the colony increases and decreases if the cell growth rate r increases.
Because we assume that colonies have discrete generation time, the per generation fecundity Ro (Stearns 1992) of the group of cells or colony is equal to the number of cells in the colony because all cells produce daughter colonies of the same type (i.e., autocolony):
For example, in an eight-cell colony ( ), each cell/ n p 8 embryo grows by a factor of n (continuously before the division phase or between divisions; fig. 1G ), undergoing three divisions ( , ) to develop a daughter By assuming a discrete generation time, Ro can also be written in a simple way as a function of the fecundity rate l (Stearns 1992):
where T is generation time. Because (eq.
[2]) and
Our autocolony assumption and simplified modeling (eq.
[4a]) allows us to reach the first conclusion. If the intrinsic cell growth rate r is constant and not size dependent, the fecundity rate for colonies composed of undifferentiated cells is the same regardless of size (i.e., the size term n 2 cancels out). In short, in an ideal world with no size constraints or benefits, size does not matter; organisms of different sizes have the same fitness (i.e., fecundity rate).
Let us now investigate what happens if these colonies invest in soma and a proportion s of cells in the colony become sterile (do not reproduce) and perform only vegetative functions, therefore not contributing to the next generation of colonies. In this case, fecundity depends only on the cells that reproduce,
If , then , and if , all cells are somatic s p 0 Ro p n sp 1 and sterile, so . Thus, increasing the number of Ro p 0 sterile somatic cells decreases Ro and subsequently the fecundity rate l. Therefore, as in equation (4a)
Because (the inverse of eq.
[2]) and 1/T p r/ ln (n) (applying the natural logarithm to eq.
. By inserting this relationship 1/T p r/d ln 2 into equation (4c), we obtain
[ ] Equation (4d) shows, as we already knew, that investing in soma (s) decreases the fecundity rate (l), but it also shows that the negative effect of soma decreases and dilutes as colony size increases. An increase in colony size (n; thus, the number of divisions d; ) decreases d p log (n) 2 the exponent of the proportion ( ), thus increasing 1 Ϫ s the fecundity rate. Figure 2 plots l as a function of the number of divisions d a reproductive cell/embryo undergoes to produce a colony of the same type. This figure shows that the cost of investing in a proportion of somatic cells decreases with size. In short, regardless of the costs and benefits that size might have on fitness, larger size gives a direct scaling benefit to cellular differentiation by decreasing the effect of its cost on the fecundity rate.
Of course, we know that the growth rate r of reproductive cells, on which the fecundity rate greatly depends (eq. [4d]), is not constant but dependent on the supply and demand of resources, which in turn depend on size and cellular differentiation. We will now explore how size and cellular differentiation may change the growth rate.
The resources needed for a colony to produce the next generation depend on the total number of cells in the colony and the ratio of somatic to reproductive cells. For example, if there is no cellular differentiation, a 128-cell colony grows enough to produce 128 daughter colonies with 128 cells each (total production p n p 4,096 cells). The cost of reproduction of the somadifferentiated colony is lower, in this case, 4 times lower than the cost of reproduction of the undifferentiated colony. Thus, we model the cost of reproduction C (i.e., the resources needed to produce the next generation) as proportional to the total number of cells a colony has to produce, the number of reproductive cells times the amount of cells in the colony, C ∼ n # n(1 Ϫ s) p . C increases exponentially with size for undif-2 n (1 Ϫ s) ferentiated colonies ( ), but this cost can be eased 2 C ∼ n and shifted to a larger size by the increase in proportion of sterile somatic cells ( fig. 3A) .
On the other hand, the vegetative functions B needed to acquire resources to grow and reproduce are performed by the sterile somatic cells ns that lose reproductive functions and the undifferentiated reproductive cells that retain those functions ,
For the sake of simplicity, we assume an additive equal g) contribution of both cell types. Parameter g goes from no specialization ( ), meaning that reproductive cells reg p 0 tain full vegetative functions, to full specialization in reproductive functions ( ), meaning that reproductive g p 1 cells lose all vegetative functions. With no germ specialization ( ), , since both cell types contribute to g p 0 B p n vegetative functions in the same way. Figure 3B shows that the cost of germ specialization to the vegetative contribution B can be compensated by increasing the proportion of somatic cells s. In short, soma specialization can have an indirect benefit to the colony by decreasing the repro- When there is no germ specialization, because undifferentiated B p n and somatic cells contribute equally to the vegetative functions (supply of resources). With germ specialization ( ), ; when g p 1 B p ns , , but its slope increases as s increases until almost reachs p 0 B p 0 ing the supply level with no germ specialization. duction costs (the demand for resources C) and a direct benefit by helping the reproductive cells to acquire resources for their metabolic needs (the supply of resources B).
We use the ratio between the supply B and demand C of resources (BC r ) as the factor that may limit the intrinsic growth rate r of reproductive cells/embryos as colonies increase in size:
a cC where b and c are the normalization constants that reflect, respectively, the acquisition (the inflow of nutrients) and the consumption (metabolic rate) of resources of the unicellular organism that is basal to the multicellular lineage, and a and b are the scaling exponents for the metabolic demand C and the supply of resources B, respectively. The ratio between the two normalization constants (b/c) gives an indication of the size threshold at which supply might not meet demand. As this ratio increases, the threshold at which supply does not meet demand moves to a larger size (cell number). The scaling exponents reflect the supply and demand dynamics of the multicellular group as size increases, which can depend on several factors (e.g., geometry); we will later explore the changes in the scaling exponents when comparing the fitness functions. Taking into account equation (5), we now model the intrinsic growth rate r of reproductive cells as a function of colony size and germ specialization:
where r 0 is the growth rate of a cell with no size constraints on its metabolic rate, such as a unicellular organism, and u g is the benefit of germ specialization on the growth rate. Equation (6) is a stepwise function because we assume r 0 to be the maximum possible rate for an undifferentiated cell. If , supply meets the demand of resources, so BC ≥ 1 r cells grow at their maximum possible rate. If , the BC ! 1 r supply of resources does not meet the demand and limits r. The germ specialization benefit ( ), which trans-1 ϩ u g g fers resources from vegetative to reproductive functions, is an intrinsic benefit of reproductive cells, therefore independent of colony size n. Figure 4A shows how the investment in soma shifts the size constraint on the growth rate to a larger size. Figure 4B shows how germ specialization increases the growth rate regardless of soma specialization. Figure 4C shows how an increase in the ratio between the supply and demand normalization constants ( instead of 1) also shifts the size constraint on the b/c p 8 growth rate to a larger size.
We now insert equation (6) into equation (4d) to evaluate the effects of size and cellular specialization on the fecundity rate ( fig. 5 ). Fecundity rate curves of hypothetical colonies form peaks that shift to larger size as the proportion of somatic cells s increases. For a fixed proportion of somatic cells s, there is a colony size that optimizes the fecundity rate, with this optimal size increasing as s increases. As colony size increases, depending on the proportion of somatic cells s, the germ specialization benefit ( ), and the threshold size b/c, colonies with spe-1 ϩ u g g cialized germ cells ( ; fig. 5B, 5D ) might have higher g p 1 fecundity rates than colonies with nonspecialized reproductive cells ( fig. 5A, 5C ). In general, for a fixed proportion of somatic cells, with a low proportion of soma, germ- specialized colonies have lower fecundity rates than colonies with undifferentiated reproductive cells because there is a low proportion of cells supplying resources; for a high proportion of soma, large colonies with specialized germ cells might have higher fecundity rates than their undifferentiated counterparts. As b/c increases, curves are shifted to a larger size, increasing fecundity rates levels ( fig. 5C, 5D) .
We now investigate what happens in the Volvocales with the supply and demand dynamics as size increases and how it affects the growth rates of colonies. We know that flagella are used for self-propulsion, but collective flagellar beating may also serve to enhance the molecular transport of nutrients (Short et al. 2006; Solari et al. 2006a ). Previously calculated thresholds and scaling relationships in the Volvocales can be used for nutrient uptake (B) to calculate cell growth rates (r) for the fecundity (l) in the model.
Volvocales show a diffusive bottleneck as colonies increase in size (Short et al. 2006) . When the demand for essential molecules exceeds the diffusive current, metabolism is constrained. This bottleneck can be circumvented by the increased advection generated by the flagellated cells arrayed at the surface of the colony. The mixing of the medium maintains a high nutrient concentration around the colonies; this helps the nutrient uptake influx keep up with increased metabolic demands as size increases. Short et al. (2006) showed that the absorption rate of nutrients in organisms with a spherical design such as the Volvocales is , where R is colony radius and Pe is the Péclet 
r cC where c and b are the normalization constants for the metabolic demand and the absorption rate for the unicell, respectively (e.g., Chlamydomonas reinhardtii in Volvocales). As size increases in the Volvocales, colonies have to invest in somatic cells to increase advection at the surface of the colony (bB) to meet the increasing metabolic demand (cC). If , then the growth rate is limited cC 1 bB by an insufficient inflow of nutrients via diffusion, thereby decreasing the fecundity rate.
Viability
Viability gives the proportion of colonies that will survive v to reproduce the next generation. Because somatic cells specialize in vegetative functions, they contribute to viability functions such as motility, while totally specialized germ cells ( ) spend all their energy in reproductiveg p 1 related functions (i.e., fecundity), thereby decreasing the viability of the colony. For the sake of argument, we also model viability as the ratio between the contribution B and the cost C of the cells in the colony to survival: 
increase in the cost of reproduction C decreases viability as size increases; an increase in the proportion of somatic cells shifts the constraint to larger size. Germ specialization decreases viability because specialized reproductive cells do not contribute to the viability of the colony, but this is compensated as the proportion of somatic cells s increases. Finally, an increase in shifts curves to larger size. g are the scaling exponents for the cost and the contribution to viability. Equation (8) goes from 0 (no survival) to 1 (100% survival). As in the growth rate function, the ratio between the constants ( ) gives an indication of b /c v v the size threshold at which viability may be lower than 1. Figure 6 shows the viability rates of colonies as a function of germ-soma specialization and size constraints. Colonies that invest in germ specialization decrease their viability, but that can be compensated by increasing the proportion of somatic cells.
In Volvocales, the flagellated cells are used for self-propulsion, to avoid sinking, and to reach light and nutrients (Koufopanou 1994; Hoops 1997; Kirk 1998; Solari et al. 2006b ). Because of the importance of motility for survival in these algae, we can use the motility of colonies as a proxy for viability in the model and assume that colonies that sink strongly compromise their survival (viability ). v The contribution to motility for self-propulsion and to avoid sinking depends on the flagellar force F generated by the biflagellated cells n F arrayed at the colony surface ) and with germ specialization (D; ), both with the ratio between the supply and demand constants g p 0 g p 1 . This allows shifting soma differentiation to larger size and higher fitness peaks. b/c p 8 (both somatic and undifferentiated reproductive cells). It was previously shown that in Volvocales (Solari
The cells in Volvocales are denser than water; n p B 
Fitness
The overall fitness w of colonies is the product of their fecundity l and viability rates, . We investigate v wp lv Note: The higher the size constraint (higher scaling exponents), the larger the size at which germ specialization evolves. An increase in the ratio between supply and demand in cells (b/c) and the germ specialization benefit (u g ) decreases the size at which germ specialization evolves. the fitness landscape of the different colony types and calculate which strategy optimizes fitness as size increases. Figure 7 shows that if we compare the fitness of colonies for specific sizes, increased soma differentiation (i.e., increased ratio of somatic to reproductive cells) is favored as colony size increases. As with the fecundity rate, depending on the proportion of somatic cells s, the germ specialization benefit ( ), and both threshold sizes 1 ϩ u g fig. 7C, 7D) .
As shown in the fecundity and viability components, the Volvocales, with their spherical design and autocolony life cycle, clearly exemplify how the costs of reproduction affect fitness as size increases. But, by lowering the scaling exponents on the cost of reproduction on fecundity and viability (a and d), we can relax the assumption of autocolony reproduction and investigate what happens when the size constraints are eased. We can simulate what might have happened in other lineages that did not have such high costs of reproduction or that had other solutions to deal with them. If the scaling exponents are equal or close to 1, soma differentiation quickly increases with size ( fig.  8 ). Lowering the exponents decreases the cost of reproduction pressure on fitness, decreasing the pace at which the proportion of somatic cells increases with size, up to a point where soma differentiation is never needed (with scaling exponents for the cost of reproduction on fecundity and viability or lower; fig. 8 ). a p d p 1/2 Also, depending on the supply and demand scaling exponents, germ specialization is favored once soma evolves and takes care of the vegetative functions. Table 1 shows the size threshold at which germ specialization is favored; as the size constraint decreases (i.e., lower scaling exponents), germ specialization originates at a smaller size because there is less need to invest in vegetative functions. If the germ specialization benefit (u g ) is higher, germ specialization also originates on a smaller size.
Because the model does not have an explicit advantage to size, if we compare specific colony sizes, increased germsoma differentiation is favored as colony size increases, but if we compare fitness between sizes, the smallest unit (i.e., the unicellular organism) always has the highest fitness ( fig. 7) . To illustrate the size benefit, we can envision a size-dependent selective pressure , where Ϫm p p 1 Ϫ z(n) z is the mortality coefficient and m is the size-dependent scaling exponent. For example, p could represent predation pressure (e.g., size thresholds for zooplankton filter feeders ; Porter 1977; Morgan 1980) or resource availability (e.g., migration capabilities through the water column to obtain nutrients; Sommer and Gliwicz 1986) , where small colonies have a higher predation rate or lower resource availability than larger ones. The fitness of colonies becomes . Figure 9 shows how larger colonies with w p lvp germ-soma differentiation can now have a higher fitness than unicells and undifferentiated colonies that have their fitness level lowered by size-dependent selective pressure.
Discussion
Using life-history theory and allometry, we have produced a model inspired by the volvocine green algae that describes the dynamics of the emergence of germ-soma differentiation as size increases in multicellular organisms. The results show that the cost of reproducing an increasingly larger group has likely played an important role in the evolution of complexity and individuality in the transition to multicellularity. As selective pressures first pushed multicellular organisms to increase in size, the costs of reproducing an increasingly larger group also increased, having negative effects on their fitness. At some threshold size, fitness decreased dramatically, and overcoming this threshold might have required the separation of reproductive and vegetative functions between two cell types, which resulted in increased complexity.
Unlike previous models for the evolution of multicellularity, this model can be illustrated with the Volvocales, the only group of closely related organisms that retains extant species with intermediate colonial organization. The autocolony life cycle and spherical design in this group allow us to clearly observe how the cost of reproduction increases with size. Germ-soma separation was one of the solutions the Volvocales used to deal with this problem. Innovations-such as a different life cycle with continuous instead of discrete reproduction, changes in geometry to increase diffusion rates and/or to increase drag to decrease sedimentation speed, the formation of intracellular gas vacuoles to float, enhanced storage capabilities, and so on-have surely also helped emerging multicellular individuals in other lineages decrease their costs associated with size (in algae, there are many examples; Graham and Wilcox 2000) . Nevertheless, we argue that to a large extent in Volvocales, and probably to some extent in other lineages, germ-soma differentiation was a solution (in parallel to other ones) to counteract these increasing costs, helping to create new levels of individuality.
The model shows first that the cost of investing in soma decreases with size, regardless of any size constraint or benefit (eq. [4b]; fig. 2 ). Second, for lineages such as the Volvocales, as reproduction costs increase with size in undifferentiated colonies, soma specialization can benefit the colony indirectly by decreasing such costs ( fig. 3A) and directly by helping the reproductive cells acquire resources for their metabolic needs ( fig. 3B ). Third, germ specialization is favored once soma evolves and takes care of vegetative functions ( fig. 7; table 1 ). As the ratio of somatic to reproductive cells increases, the benefit of having undifferentiated reproductive cells declines since the vegetative functions are taken care of by the somatic cells; a specialized germ cell can invest more resources in reproduction and benefit the colony's fecundity. In Volvocales, specialization in reproductive and vegetative functions (i.e., germ-soma separation) characterizes the large members of this lineage, and the ratio of somatic to reproductive cells increases with colony size, mimicking the results of the model presented here with scaling exponents close to 1 (fig. 8; Koufopanou 1994; Kirk 1998; Solari et al. 2006b) . If the autocolony assumption is relaxed and the scaling exponents on the cost of reproduction are lowered enough, soma is not favored in any proportion or size because the needs of undifferentiated colonies as size increases are always met.
The trade-offs between fecundity, viability, and size recently studied in Volvocales (Short et al. 2006; Solari et al. 2006a Solari et al. , 2006b show in detail how metabolic (BC r ) and viability constraints ( ) as colonies increase in size might v be strong enough to push the organism design to cellular specialization, germ-soma differentiation, and higher complexity. Each degree of specialization and differentiation might counteract the higher costs associated with larger size by increasing the viability and/or the productivity (fecundity) of the larger organism, therefore allowing it to reach fitness levels impossible to attain without increased complexity. In short, we believe that the higher cost of reproducing a larger organism was an important driving force for the evolution of increased complexity (i.e., cellular differentiation) and individuality during the transition to multicellularity in Volvocales and probably to some degree in all extant multicellular lineages.
